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ABSTRACT

Conjugation of DNA relies on multicomponent pro-
tein complexes bridging two bacterial cytoplasmic
compartments. Whereas plasmid conjugation sys-
tems have been well documented, those of integra-
tive and conjugative elements (ICEs) have remained
poorly studied. We characterize here the conjuga-
tion system of the ICEclc element in Pseudomonas
putida UWC1 that is a model for a widely distributed
family of ICEs. By in frame deletion and complemen-
tation, we show the importance on ICE transfer of
22 genes in a 20-kb conserved ICE region. Protein
comparisons recognized seven homologs to plas-
mid type IV secretion system components, another
six homologs to frequent accessory proteins, and
the rest without detectable counterparts. Stationary
phase imaging of P. putida ICEclc with in-frame flu-
orescent protein fusions to predicted type IV com-
ponents showed transfer-competent cell subpopu-
lations with multiple fluorescent foci, largely over-
lapping in dual-labeled subcomponents, which is
suggestive for multiple conjugation complexes per
cell. Cross-dependencies between subcomponents
in ICE-type IV secretion system assembly were re-
vealed by quantitative foci image analysis in a vari-
ety of ICEclc mutant backgrounds. In conclusion, the
ICEclc family presents an evolutionary distinct type
IV conjugative system with transfer competent cells
specialized in efficient transfer.

INTRODUCTION

Bacterial conjugation is widely appreciated for its impor-
tance to horizontal gene distribution and consequent fa-
cilitation of adaptation to new selective conditions. Con-
jugation is mostly attributed to plasmid DNA, but more
recently, integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs) have
been recognized as additional widespread conjugative vehi-

cles, which, however, are mostly ‘hidden’ (inserted) within
the bacterial genome (1–5). ICEs combine both phage-like
and plasmid properties. Like temperate phages, they re-
main mostly integrated in their host genome, and occasion-
ally excise. In contrast to lysogenic phages, excised ICEs
spread by conjugation to a new cell, where they re-integrate
in the host’s chromosome (Figure 1A). Expression of the
ICE excision and conjugation functions is silent in the in-
tegrated state, being subject to complex, multi-layered reg-
ulatory control that varies across different ICEs (6–8). Var-
ious physiological and external cues can lead to activation
of ICE transfer (6,8,9). Particularly for the model ICEclc of
Pseudomonas knackmussii B13 (see below), activation only
occurs in a subpopulation of transfer competent (tc) cells,
and only these cells are the ones that can excise, replicate
and conjugate the ICE (9–11).

Most known ICEs have a mosaic ‘modular’ genetic struc-
ture, being composed of syntenic conserved gene regions
coding for core mobility functions, intersparsed with highly
variable gene content that can provide adaptive benefits
to the host (1,3,5). Different ICE families have been rec-
ognized, based on their evolutionary history and related-
ness of the different conserved modules (2). Particularly,
conserved components of the conjugation machinery, such
as the VirB4 and VirD4 ATPases of the Type IV secre-
tion system (T4SS) have been used for the classification
(12,13). Based on this, Guglielmini and coworkers proposed
eight phylogenetic clades, covering mating pair formation
(MPF) systems from both ICEs and plasmids (14). In par-
ticular, the MPFG clade is unique for conjugative systems
of ICEs, and has so far not been well-characterized (14).
The only studied MPFG-class member is ICEHin1056 of
Haemophilus influenzae, which non-exhaustively identified
a number of T4SS components important for pilus biogen-
esis (15).

The aim of the current work was to better characterize
the MPFG clade conjugative system from the ICEclc el-
ement and to uncover features distinct from other (plas-
mid) MPF systems that might point to specific transfer se-
lection. ICEclc is 103 kb long and contains genes encod-
ing for metabolism of 3-chlorocatechol and 2-aminophenol
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Figure 1. The ICEclc lifestyle. (A) Schematic representation of ICEclc transfer from an integrated state (dark blue) to the excised form (double blue circle)
that is conjugated through a type IV secretion system (T4SS) mating pore into a recipient cell (yellow), where integration can occur (blue arrow). (B)
Schematic structure of ICEclc with its excised circular form recombined at the attP site and the integrated state between attL and attR. Conserved core
region shared with other ICEclc family members is schematically indicated, as well as are key features of ICEclc (int, integrase gene; mfsR-tciR, regulators;
amn and clc, metabolic pathway gene clusters). (C) Detailed map of the conjugative gene region of ICEclc. Genes and their orientation are represented by
colored arrows, with their original orf designation (as in GenBank AJ617740.2) described above and the deduced relevant gene names below (gene names
follow analogous designation as in the vir system). Filled colors correspond to transfer effects as in the colored legend (see Figure 2), whereas magenta
arrow outlines point to those components tagged with translational fusions for epifluorescence microscopy. Hooked arrows indicate known promoters; an
asterisk pointing to those being active only in transfer competent cells as shown in Ref. (21).

(Figure 1B). It is present in two identical copies in the
P. knackmussii B13 genome at the 3′ end of tRNAGly genes
(16,17) and can be conjugated to Pseudomonas putida where
it maintains a single integrated copy. The ICEclc core re-
gion is highly conserved among a wide range of putative
ICEs detected in genomes of Beta- and Gammaproteobac-
teria (7,17). Transfer only occurs from tc cells, that appear
in 3–5% of the stationary phase population, notably after
growth on 3-chlorobenzoate (9,18). After its excision, the
ICEclc molecule can replicate to up to 7 copies in its host
tc cell, which may contribute to more effective and multi-
recipient transfer (11). Transfer of ICEclc is dependent on
the TraI relaxase (Figure 1C), which nicks the DNA at ei-
ther one of two origins of transfer (oriT) (19), and is as-
sumed to guide the single-stranded ICE-DNA molecule to
the mating pore.

In order to characterize the components of the ICEclc
conjugative system, we deployed a combination of genetic
dissection, regular and high resolution epifluorescence mi-
croscopy and bioinformatics. We focused on a region on

ICEclc that was previously suggested to locate the genes
for its conjugative system (Figure 1C) (20). Out of the 24
genes present in the locus, we seamlessly deleted 22 by dou-
ble recombination in a P. putida ICEclc host background,
and complemented each deletion individually in trans by
a mini-Tn5 delivered single copy wild-type gene, expressed
under control of the native ICE promoter upstream of the
orf67231 gene (Figure 1C), which is active only in tc cells
(21). The effects of gene deletion and complementation on
ICE transfer were quantified from isogenic P. putida ICEclc
donor-recipient matings. Protein structures were predicted
from the genes in this ICE region using AlphaFold2 (22)
and Phyre2 (23), and compared to the known protein struc-
ture databases to find potential homologs. This analysis
was complemented by amino acid similarity searches to
archetype T4SS components. Finally, a subset of nine iden-
tified components of the ICEclc conjugative machinery
was expressed as in-frame fluorescent protein fusions from
their native location to study their cellular localization in
P. putida ICEclc wild-type or mutant backgrounds, and all
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fusion proteins were verified for functional ICE transfer.
Our results indicate that the ICEclc conjugation machin-
ery is a very distant T4SS, with several functionally anal-
ogous components to the F-plasmid system of Escherichia
coli (24), the Agrobacterium tumefaciens Vir system (25) or
the Dot/Icm system of Legionella pneumophila (26,27), but
with a number of unique other components important for
its transfer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Biological resources, reagents and growth conditions

Escherichia coli DH5� �pir was used for cloning of ICEclc
genes and plasmid amplification, and was grown at 37◦C
on Luria-Bertani (LB) liquid or agar-solidified broth. P.
putida UWC1-ICEclc::lacOarray was used as host of the ICE,
carrying a single copy ICEclc integrated at the tRNAGly-5
gene (11). The lacOarray modification was introduced in the
amnB gene of the ICE with the purpose to follow single-
copy ICE-DNA transfer, if needed (11). P. putida UWC1
Tn7 PBADlacI-cfp or UWC1 Tn7 Ptac-mCherry were used
as recipient strains for mating experiments. P. putida was
cultured at 30◦C either on LB, on nutrient agar (Oxoid)
or on minimal medium (MM, type 21C (28)). MM was
supplemented with either 5 mM succinate or 3 mM 3-
chlorobenzoate (3-CBA) as sole carbon source. Both E. coli
and P. putida were cultured aerobically in shaking flasks.
Where necessary for plasmid maintenance or for selection
of genomic constructs, antibiotics were added at the follow-
ing concentrations: kanamycin (Km, 50 �g ml−1), ampi-
cillin (Amp, 100 �g ml−1 for E. coli, 500 �g ml−1 for P.
putida), tetracycline (Tc, 20 �g ml−1 for E. coli, 50 �g
ml−1 for P. putida), or gentamycin (Gm, 20 �g ml−1, 10
�g ml−1 in MM). The following supplements were added
for screening or promoter induction (see below): 5-bromo-
4-chloro-3-indolyl-�-D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal; 20 �g
ml−1), isopropyl-�-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, 0.5
mM), or m-toluate (15 mM). All produced strains are listed
in Supplementary table S1.

DNA manipulations

DNA manipulations followed standard procedures or as
indicated by the reagent supplier. Plasmids were puri-
fied from E. coli DH5� �pir using NucleoSpin Plasmid
kits (Macherey-Nagel, Duren, Germany). Oligonucleotide
primers were purchased from SigmaAldrich. PCR am-
plicons and digested fragments were purified using Nu-
cleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean–up kits (Macherey-Nagel).
Clones were initially screened by PCR on resuspended indi-
vidual colonies in a GoTaq® G2 green master mix (20 �l,
Promega, Madison, United States). Plasmid fragments were
assembled using the ClonExpress II One Step Cloning Kit
(Vazyme, Nanjing, China), digesting the plasmid backbone
with appropriate restriction enzymes (New England Bio-
labs, Ipswich, United States), and mixing with insert-DNA.
All of the constructed plasmid inserts were sequenced prior
to further use in P. putida, to verify their correctness, us-
ing the ICEclc sequence as a reference (29) (GenBank
AJ617740.2). Plasmids are listed in Supplementary table S2.

Chromosomal gene knockouts and complementations

Seamless in-frame deletions of ICEclc genes were created
using double recombination with marker counterselection
(30). Up- and downstream regions (∼800 bp) of the tar-
get gene were PCR amplified using Q5 high fidelity poly-
merase (New England BioLabs) and primers as detailed in
Supplementary table S3, and subsequently cloned into the
suicide vector pEMG (30). Purified plasmids (300–500 ng)
were electroporated into P. putida UWC1-ICEclc::lacOarray
as described previously (19). Single recombinants were se-
lected on plates with Km, and colonies were verified by PCR
for integration of the suicide vector. Single recombinants
were then cultured and transformed with 50 ng of puri-
fied plasmid pSW (30). Transformants were cultured and in-
duced by addition of 15 mM m-toluate (Honeywell Fluka™)
for 16 h, to express the I-SceI nuclease and force chromo-
somal repair, after which culture dilutions were spread on
LB plates. Candidate colonies were again verified by PCR
for the success of the double recombination and the deletion
genotype. Successful clones were then cultured in absence of
antibiotics to segregate out pSW, and stored at –80◦C with
15% v/v glycerol.

Deleted genes on ICEclc were complemented by in-
dividual or combinations of the cognate gene(s), placed
in trans in single-copy on the P. putida chromosome us-
ing mini-Tn5 delivery (31). ICEclc genes for complemen-
tation were amplified using Q5 high-fidelity DNA poly-
merase (New England BioLabs) and primers as in Sup-
plementary table S3, and then brought under control of
the native wild-type ICEclc promoter P67231 that is ac-
tive only in tc cells (21). The 360-bp P67231-promoter re-
gion was amplified with primers containing appropriate re-
striction sites for cloning into the mini-Tn5 delivery vec-
tor pBAM (31) and overhangs to allow assembly. Assem-
bled DNA mixtures were transformed by heat-shock into
E. coli DH5� �pir for propagation and plasmid DNA pu-
rification. Purified plasmids were sequenced to verify the
cloned insert, and electroporated into the corresponding
P. putida ICEclc gene deletion strain. Integrants were se-
lected for antibiotic resistance from the mini-Tn5 deliv-
ered construct and verified by PCR, after which three
clones with potentially different integration positions of the
complementation insert were frozen at –80◦C for further
analysis.

Fluorescent protein fusions

The same strategy used to produce gene deletions was em-
ployed for translationally fusing fluorescent protein tags
(mCherry or sfGFP) at the N- or C-terminal end of target
ICEclc conjugative system proteins. In case of N-terminal
fusion the open reading frame of the fluorescent protein was
inserted after the signal sequence if present (e.g. orf62755),
otherwise following the start codon (e.g. iceB8), followed
by a short linker peptide as in (32). In case of C-terminal
fusion the linker and the fluorescent protein were inserted
before the stop codon of the target gene. In the eventual-
ity of overlap between the translation stop and start of two
consecutive genes, the insertion was performed in such a
way that the ribosome binding site of the following gene
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remained intact. Primers used for the amplification of the
homology regions and fluorescent proteins are listed in Sup-
plementary table S3. Cognate ICE-genes were replaced with
the fluorescently-tagged version directly on wild-type in-
tegrated ICEclc in P. putida or on ICEclc carrying addi-
tional deletions for conjugative components. P. putida with-
out ICEclc was used as control for fluorescent protein auto-
aggregation, and transformed with relevant mini-Tn5 con-
structs and plasmids pME-bisR or pME-bisDC expressing
two known transcriptional regulators involved in ICEclc
activation to induce the P67231-promoter in all cells (7). P.
putida codon-optimized coding sequences (JCat tool (33))
for mCherry and sfGFP were synthesized by ThermoFisher
(Waltham, USA).

Protein homology assignments

Homology and functional predictions focused on ICEclc
genes in the conserved presumed conjugative gene re-
gion (gene designations orf53587–orf73676, as defined
in AJ617740.2, Figure 1C). To avoid finding numerous
spurious hits to highly homologous ICE genes in other
bacterial genomes, we first compared the translated amino
acid sequences from individual ICEclc genes to each of
the known components of the classical ‘Vir’ T4SS from A.
tumefaciens (NZ CP029048.1) by EMBOSS needle align-
ment across the full protein length. Next, we identified any
conserved domains by BLASTp (34), Phyre2 (23), pfam
(35), or Dali (36), and used TMHMM (37) and SignalP
(38) to predict the presence of transmembrane domains and
signal peptides. Finally, we used AlphaFold2 (22) to predict
structures for each of the presumed ICEclc conjugative
components (using standard settings on the web server plat-
form https://colab.research.google.com/github/sokrypton/
ColabFold/blob/main/beta/AlphaFold2 advanced.ipynb),
and then compared the highest ranked derived .pdb
structure prediction in PDBeFold (39) with the PDB
database to find potential structural analogs. PDBe-
Fold analyses were carried out with default parameter
settings.

ICEclc transfer experiments

ICEclc transfer was quantified from binary mating experi-
ments. As donors we tested P. putida carrying ICEclc wild-
type, or ICEclc with an inserted lacOarray (11), ICEclc gene
deletion variants and the various complemented strains, as
well as fluorescent protein fusion variants. As recipient we
used isogenic but ICEclc-free P. putida UWC1 carrying a
chromosomally integrated Gm resistance (Supplementary
table S1). Donors and recipient were freshly plated from –
80◦C stocks on LB agar plates with appropriate antibiotics
and grown for 16 h. Three separate clones (donors) and a
single colony (recipient) were picked and inoculated each
in 10 ml LB with antibiotics. These individual pre-cultures
were grown for 24 h, after which a volume of 40 �l was
transferred into 8 ml MM with 3 mM 3-CBA (donors) or 5
mM succinate (recipient) as the sole carbon sources, with-
out antibiotics. After 48 h (donor) and 24 h (recipient) of
growth the culture turbidities were measured (OD600), and

recipient and donor cultures were mixed together in new
vials in a 2:1 ratio (OD/OD), respectively, and to a final vol-
ume of 1 ml. Donor and recipient cultures alone served as
controls for the appearance of background growth on selec-
tive plates.

Donor-recipient cell mixtures were centrifuged at 13 000
rpm (Thermo Scientific Fresco™ 21 Microcentrifuge) for 2
min, after which the supernatant was discarded and the cell
pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of sterile MM (without car-
bon source). The suspension was centrifuged as before and
cell pellets were now resuspended in 20 �l of MM. The sus-
pension was transferred on top of a 0.2-�m, 25 mm øcellu-
lose acetate filter (Huberlab, Aesch, Switzerland), that had
been placed on a MM agar plate with 0.5 mM 3-CBA.
Matings were incubated at 30◦C for 48 h, after which cells
were washed from the filters with 1 ml MM. Cell suspen-
sions were tenfold serially diluted and 5 �l aliquots of ev-
ery dilution were dropped and dried on MM-agar with 3
mM 3-CBA to select for the donor alone, on MM-agar
with 5 mM succinate and Gm to select for the recipient,
and on MM-agar with 3 mM 3-CBA and Gm to select
for the transconjugants. Plates were incubated at 30◦C un-
til colonies appeared. ICEclc transfer rates were then calcu-
lated as the ratio of the number of transconjugant colonies
per filter and that of the donor. Transfer rates were nor-
malized across different experiments to that of P. putida
ICEclc::lacOarray, which was used as positive control in all
experiments.

Epifluorescence microscopy

Fluorescently labelled P. putida ICEclc strains were grown
for 96 h in liquid MM supplemented with 3 mM 3-CBA to
induce the ICEclc transfer competence pathway (7). Cells
were then transferred on the surface of 1-mm thick 1% MM-
agarose patches (ø1 cm) placed upside down on a round mi-
croscope slide and enclosed in an imaging chamber (Per-
fusion Chamber, H. Saur Laborbedarf, Germany) as de-
scribed (9). Cells were imaged with a Nikon Eclipse Ti-
E inverted microscope with a perfect focus system (PFS),
pE-100 CoolLED, a Plan Apo � 100 × 1.45 oil objective
(Nikon) and a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V2 C11440-
22CU camera (Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan) in-
stalled in a controlled temperature room (22◦C). sfGFP and
mCherry fluorescence were imaged with exposure times of
500 ms and exported as 16-bit .TIF files. Images for dis-
play were adjusted to the same level in Adobe Photoshop
(v. 2020, Adobe Inc.), downsampled to 8-bit, cropped and
saved as 300 dpi.

For improved resolution, samples of the same cell cul-
tures were additionally imaged with a ZEISS LSM 980
Airyscan 2 microscope equipped with ZEN 3.3 software,
installed in a controlled temperature room (22◦C). Bacte-
rial cells were located on the agarose patches using phase-
contrast, after which Z-stacks (Z = 0.17 �m, 14 layers) of
individual cells were aquired in the GFP and/or mCherry
channels with an exposure time of 314 ms per layer. Im-
ages were processed with the Zeiss Deconvolution algo-
rithm with default settings. Images show a single represen-
tative deconvoluted 170-nm Z-slice saved as .TIF file, ‘auto-
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toned’ in Adobe Photoshop (v. 2020), cropped to the final
size and saved as 300 dpi.

Image analysis

Individual P. putida cells were segmented on the Nikon 16-
bit .TIF phase-contrast images using SuperSegger (40), and
the fluorescence intensities, scores, and positions of up to 5
foci in individual cells were extracted. SuperSegger uses 1D-
Gaussian fitting on background-normalized and watershed
fluorescence cell images to detect foci, as illustrated in Sup-
plementary Figure S1. Subpopulations of tc cells were iden-
tified from quantile-quantile plot analysis (41) of the me-
dian cell sfGFP or mCherry fluorescent signals. ‘Real’ and
spurious fluorescent foci were distinguished by plotting dis-
tributions of the normalized foci intensities among tc and
non-tc cell populations, and setting a threshold at which the
probability for foci detection in non-tc cells was <1%. Cus-
tom made MATLAB scripts were used to extract the fol-
lowing parameters: number of foci per cell, median fluores-
cence intensity per cell, median top 5% pixel intensity per
cell (as proxy for foci intensity), distributions of SuperSeg-
ger foci scores (quality of the Gaussian fit) and of Gaussian
fit sigma values (as proxy for the apparent foci peak-to-size
aspect).

Linear fluorescence profiles were derived from the outer
2-pixel (px) perimeter (‘cell envelope’) of each identified tc
cell using its phase-contrast logical mask, and a further 1-px
dilated mask. Profiles were scaled to a median cell perime-
ter of 50 px for plotting. The 20th percentile fluorescence
value was taken as proxy for the cell ‘membrane’ fluores-
cence background, from which we calculated the median
across all tc cells per replicate (n = 142–1996 cells); which
were compared between wild-type fluorescent protein la-
beled strains and those with gene deletions in ICEclc. The
standard deviation of the pixel fluorescence values in the
two cell perimeters was calculated as second proxy for po-
tential relocalization of fluorescent protein from foci to the
cell envelope.

Statistical comparisons

ICEclc transfer rates were normalized across all experi-
ments to that of P. putida ICEclc::lacOarray, which was taken
as a control in all individual mating series. Significance of
transfer rate decrease was then calculated by pair-wise two-
tailed t-test comparison of independent biological triplicate
matings to that of the wild-type. Subpopulations of tc cells
were estimated from quantile-quantile plotting of sfGFP
or mCherry fluorescence values with a 95% confidence as-
sumption (41). Differences in foci intensities were tested
from pair-wise comparison to their wild-type ICE protein
fusion of the median top 5% fluorescence pixel value in bio-
logical triplicates (as proxy for the foci intensity), and of the
proportion of tc cells without detectable foci (above a nor-
malized foci intensity threshold of 6 for –sfGFP, -mCherry
fusions, and 3 for Orf55476-mCherry fusions due to lower
background). Median 20th percentiles and median stan-
dard deviations of cell envelope pixel fluorescence values
were compared between wild-type and mutants in a two-
sample equal variance t-test.

RESULTS

Function prediction of the genes in the conjugative region of
ICEclc

In order to better delineate the genes on ICEclc important
for conjugative transfer and to define their potential func-
tional roles, we focused on the region in between orf53587
and orf73676 (Figure 1C) with previously shown low ho-
mology to H. influenzae ICEHin1056 (20). Low amino acid
similarities (23–30%) were found in full-length alignments
of some ICEclc genes and VirB-T4SS components encoded
by the Ti plasmid of A. tumefaciens, notably, VirD4, VirB1,
VirB2, VirB4, VirB8, VirB9 and VirB10 (Table 1). Fur-
ther structure prediction using AlphaFold2 and compar-
ison with the PDB database suggested that these may be
bona fide T4SS functional homologs (Table 1, Supplemen-
tary figure S2). An additional ICE gene product (Orf73676)
showed structural homology to DotD of the Dot/Icm sys-
tem of L. pneumophila and contained a lipoprotein signal
peptide (Table 1). DotD is a component of the T4SS outer
membrane complex (42) and an analog of VirB7 of the Xan-
thomonas citri T4SS (43). Another gene (orf56883) showed
domain similarity to TraU (Table 1) of the F-plasmid in E.
coli (44).

In contrast, the products of the ICEclc genes orf53587,
orf55476, orf62755, orf66202 and orf68241 displayed con-
served domains to other hypothetical proteins but without
function prediction, nor structural overlap to other known
proteins, although with predicted transmembrane helices
and/or translocation signals (Table 1). A lipoprotein sig-
nal sequence was further predicted for the orf62755 gene
product, suggesting it may be localized in the outer mem-
brane. A further number of genes in this ICEclc region
code for proteins with detectable functional domains, but
unrelated to the T4SS per se (e.g. a RadC DNA repair
domain in Orf58432, Table 1). Several proteins have pre-
dicted functional domains related to cysteine modifications
(i.e. orf57827 disulfide oxidoreductase, orf59110 protein
disulphide isomerase, orf71178 thioredoxin oxidoreductase,
orf72295 disulfide oxidoreductase), suggesting their impli-
cation in post-translational protein modifications. Some
ICE-encoded proteins showed structural similarities with
multicomponent ring-like membrane complexes, such as
orf67001 and orf67231 (Table 1, Supplementary figure S2),
suggesting they may be forming multi-subunit structures
in the inner membrane. Finally, the orf73029 gene prod-
uct showed structural similarity to a protein involved in
pilus biogenesis (Table 1). Although none of the software
used showed any significant similarities for the orf55476
gene product, previous alignments (20) had pointed to low
amino acid similarity (41%) with a proposed PilT homolog
of ICEHin1056 (15). The orf55476 protein was further pre-
dicted to carry a translocation signal peptide (Table 1).
Therefore, it may encode a PilT-like ATPase of the ICEclc
conjugative machinery, involved in pilus de-polymerization
(45).

The sequence and structural homology searches thus sug-
gested the following protein subassemblies for the ICEclc
T4SS (Supplementary figure S2), which, whenever possible,
we propose to rename analogous to the Vir-nomenclature
(e.g. orf59888 becomes iceB4 in analogy to virB4,
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Table 1. Sequence and structural homology predictions of genes in the ICEclc conjugative transfer region

ICEclc gene
designationa

Length
(aa) Archetype T4SS b

Similarity
%/gaps/overlap

length
NCBI conserved
domains/pfam E-value

AlphaFold2/

PDBeFOLD
prediction

Signal
Peptide

Trans-
membrane

helices

Suggested
gene

function

Essential
for

transferd

orf53587
(CAE92904.1)

505 VirB6
(WP 010974917.1)

11.9/ 482/641 TraG N/07916 2.29e-71 No structural
overlapc

– 5 Inner
membrane
protein

+

orf55120
(CAE92905.1)

119 - None - FrmR formaldehyde
transcriptional
repressor

– 3
Transcription
regulator

ND

orf55476
(CAE92906.1)

465 VirB11
(WP 010974918.1)

3.7/ 695/752 Conjugal TIGR03755 0e + 00 No structural overlap SPI 1 pilT +

orf56883
(CAE92907.1)

315 - - TraU superfamily 0e + 00 No structural overlap SPI – (traU)/iceU +

orf57827
(CAE92908.1)

148 - - DURF1525/

pfam07511
2.07e-55 Thioredoxin-like

protein
SPI 1 Disulfide ox-

idoreductase
+/–

orf58432
(CAE92909.1)

164 - - PRK00024 super
family

1.31e−62 DNA repair protein
RadC

– – Putative
DNA repair
protein

–

orf59110
(CAE92910.1)

254 - - DsbA family/

Thioredoxin-like
superfamily

5.78e−13 Protein disulfide
isomerase

– 1 dsbA –

orf59888
(CAE92911.1)

955 VirB4
(WP 010974916.1)

29.4/ 362/1053 TraC PFL 4706 0e00 Type VII Secretion
ATPase EccC

– – Conjugative
transfer
ATPase
(virB4)/iceB4

+

orf62755
(CAE92912.1)

146 - - conj TIGR03751 5.9e−61 No structural overlap SPII – Outer
membrane
protein

+

orf63176
(CAE92913.1)

472 VirB10
(WP 010891494.1)

23.2/ 289/569 conj TIGR03752 0e00 COMB10 of a
COM-type IV
secretion system

– 1
virB10/iceB10

+

orf64584
(CAE92914.1)

310 VirB9
(WP 010891495.1)

29.1/ 145/374 TraK superfamily/

pfam11920
1.67e−160 No structural overlap SPI 1 virB9/iceB9 +

orf65513
(CAE92915.1)

230 VirB8
(WP 010891496.1)

30.8/ 111/289 conj TIGR03746 1.02e−127 Periplasmic domain
of DotI/CagV

– 1 virB8/iceB8 +

orf66202
(CAE92916.1)

136 VirB3
(WP 010891501.1)

7.5/ 184/213 DUF 3487/pfam11990 1.35e−48 No structural overlap – 2 Inner
membrane
protein

+

orf66625
(CAE92917.1)

119 VirB2
(WP 010891502.1)

25.9/76/158 conj TIGR03745/

DUF2976
4.69e−46 Conjugative pilus SPI 3 Candidate

major
pilin/iceB2

+

orf67001
(CAE92918.1)

77 - - conj TIGR03758/

DUF3262
8.62e−21 Membrane anchor

protein of succinate
DH complex

– 2 Inner
membrane
protein

+

orf67231
(CAE92919.1)

127 - ICE RAQPRD 7.35e−38 Modular repressor
recruitment protein

SPI – Unknown –

orf67800
(CAE92920.1)

134 - - No match - No structural overlap – – Unknown –

orf68241
(CAE92921.1)

249 - - conj TIGR03747/

DUF4400
3.54e−117 No structural overlap – 4 Inner

membrane
protein

+

orf68987
(CAE92922.1)

728 VirD4
(WP 065698658.1)

28.3/ 366/881 conj TOL TraD 0e+00 Coupling protein
TrwB

– 2 virD4/iceD4 +

orf71178
(CAE92923.1)

182 - - DUF 2859/ pfam11072 1.67e−72 Thiol-disulfide
oxidoreductase

SPI –
Thioredoxin-
like

+/–

orf71723
(CAE92924.1)

196 VirB1
(WP 010891503.1)

31.8/ 107/274 Lyz-like super family 2.51e−09 Lytic
transglycosylase

SPI – virB1/iceB1 +/–

orf72295
(CAE92925.1)

239 - - conj TIGR03759 6.73e−112 Thiol-disulfide
oxidoreductase

SPI –
Thioredoxin-
like

ND

orf73029
(CAE92926.1)

216 - - No match - Membrane
anchoring PilP
protein.

– – Unknown –

orf73676
(CAE92927.1)

206 - - conj PilL 9.91e−51 STN superfamily
periplasmic signaling
domain/DotD

SPII – dotD/iceB7 +

aDesignation in GenBank AJ617740.2.
bArchetype Vir-T4SS of A. tumefaciens.
cOnly listed when RMSD > 3.
dsee Figure 2; ND, not determined.

Table 1). Two ATPases, IceB4 and IceD4, may asso-
ciate on the cytoplasmic side of the inner membrane. A
third ATPase and PilT analog, encoded by orf55476, may
be located in the periplasm. An inner membrane complex
(IMC) of the T4SS may be constituted by Orf53587, IceB8,
Orf66202, Orf68241 and Orf67001 (Supplementary figure
S2). In analogy, IceB10 would contact and span from the
inner to the outer membrane complex (OMC), further com-

posed of IceB9 and IceB7, and possibly Orf62755. Finally,
structural analysis suggested that the conjugative pilus
might be formed from IceB2 (Orf66625) subunits (Supple-
mentary figure S2). In absence of Vir-homolog, we renamed
Orf56883 to IceU, following the Tra-nomenclature. A set
of periplasmic proteins may complete or associate with the
ICE-T4SS complex, including IceU, IceB1 and Orf67231,
and the putative post-translational modifier proteins
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Orf57827, Orf59110, Orf71178, Orf72295 and Orf73029
(Supplementary figure S2).

Gene deletions implicate ICEclc functions in conjugative
transfer

To study their potential implication in ICEclc transfer, we
individually deleted 22 out of the identified 24 open reading
frames in the predicted T4SS-encoding region (Figure 1, Ta-
ble 1). Deletions were created in-frame by leaving a stretch
of 6–10 amino acids at the N- and C-terminal of the protein,
to avoid polar effects. Neither single nor double deletions
could be recovered of orfs iceB2, 67001 and 67231, perhaps
because of their small gene size. This was then replaced by a
single deletion removing all the three consecutive genes (i.e.
�orf67231-iceB2).

Deletions of 15 of the targeted genes caused a more
than 100-fold decrease of ICEclc transfer rates in isogenic
P. putida matings. These comprised both genes analogous
to archetype T4SS components (i.e. iceB4, iceB8, iceB9,
iceB10, iceD4, and iceB7, Figure 2A; see Figure 1B for orig-
inal orf nomenclature and location, and Table 1), as well
as those without clear T4SS counterparts (i.e. orf53587,
orf55476, iceU, orf62755, orf66202, orf67231-iceB2 and
orf68241, Figure 2B). Two other deletions significantly af-
fected ICEclc transfer, but less severely than the ones men-
tioned above. ICE transfer decreased by 50-fold in a �iceB1
(orf71723) mutant (Figure 2A), and 10-fold in a �orf71178
mutant compared to wild type (Figure 2B). Ectopic comple-
mentation with a single-copy wild-type gene under control
of the ICEclc transfer competence P67231-promoter restored
transfer in all cases but one (i.e. orf53587, Figure 2A and
B), indicating that deletion of orf53587 might have caused a
polar effect. However, for all the other deletions the trans-
fer defect was attributable to the single gene knockout. Sev-
eral deletions, e.g. of orf55476, orf66202, orf67231-iceB2,
orf71178, iceB7 or iceB10, were restored partly by ectopic
complementation (Figure 2B). This might indicate that ec-
topic placement resulted in imbalanced expression levels
or timing for functional complementation. Since the dele-
tion of �orf67231-iceB2 involved three consecutive genes,
we further complemented this with each gene individually
or in pairs, ectopically placed in single integrated copy un-
der control of the P67231-promoter (Supplementary figure
S3). Only the combination of orf67001-iceB2 partly restored
transfer, suggesting they are the essential genes, whereas
orf67231 is not (Supplementary figure S3). In contrast, a
further set of four gene deletions did not cause detectable
effects on ICE transfer (orf58432, orf59110, orf67800, and
orf73029, Figure 2C), whereas deletion of orf57827 and its
complementation reduced transfer by 4-fold (Figure 2C).
This suggests them to have minor or no influence on ICE
transfer, or to be functionally redundant.

We concluded from these results that the region in be-
tween orf53587 and orf73676 on ICEclc is indeed essential
for its conjugation. The predicted ICE-T4SS is very dissim-
ilar to archetypal plasmid T4SSs, except for a few distantly
structurally related components (Supplementary figure S2).
In contrast, the ICE-T4SS loci and gene synteny are highly
conserved between ICEclc and genome regions in other �
and � -proteobacteria, suspected to carry similar ICEs (Fig-
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Figure 2. Effects of individual ICEclc gene deletion and complementation
on transfer. (A) Deletion effects of ICEclc genes with distinct sequence
and/or structural similarity to known T4SS components. (B) ICEclc genes
without distinct sequence and structural similarity. (C) ICEclc genes with-
out or with mild effect on transfer. Bars represent the mean normalized
transfer rates of ICE with single gene deletions (�, salmon), or single
copy complementations (+, blue), as percentage of that of wild-type ICEclc
(grey) in P. putida UWC1 isogenic matings, each individually quantified as
the frequency of transconjugant colony forming units (CFU) on selective
medium per donor CFU. Error bars indicate calculated standard devia-
tions on biological replicates, with small open circles showing the individ-
ual replicate values. Orf and gene names indicated below. ND, below detec-
tion limit (<1%). WT, unmodified ICEclc wild-type. WT*, ICEclc carrying
an integrated lacO-array; used for producing the deletions and comple-
mentations. Note that the same WT and WT* rates are reproduced in all
panels for ease of comparison. P-values were calculated with a two-tailed
t-test between wild-type (WT*) and mutant replicate rates (as percentages).
Only P-values <0.05 are shown.

ure 3). This strongly suggests functional conservation, even
for those genes whose deletion on ICEclc did not directly af-
fect isogenic transfer rates. Two sites (nearby orf67800 and
orf58432 on ICEclc) were permissive for gene loss in the
other compared genomic regions (Figure 3). Nevertheless,
the strong conservation of gene order and overall similar-
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Figure 3. ICEclc transfer region gene and synteny conservation. Genetic organization of the ICEclc conjugative system gene loci (top), aligned with
corresponding regions within the genomes of eight other �- and � -Proteobacteria. The dotted lines delimit the regions of synteny to ICEclc, with numbers
representing the sequence coverage (left) and the percentage of nucleotide identity (right), respectively. Arrows indicate coding frames and their orientations,
with filled colors representing transfer effects as in the legend on the bottom of the figure.

ity is an indication that these are parts of mobile elements
capable of producing T4SS conjugative systems for which
ICEclc is a representative model.

Subcellular localization of the ICEclc conjugative system
proteins

To further corroborate bioinformatic predictions and trans-
fer results, we investigated the subcellular localization of
nine of the encoded proteins in the ICEclc conjugative
system gene region. This choice was not exhaustive, but

contained a number of predicted structurally ‘known’ (e.g.
IceB4, IceB7, IceB8) as well as less clear components (e.g.
Orf66202, Orf55476, outlined in Figure 1C), and targeting
both proteins predicted to be associated to the inner and
outer membranes, as well as those with predicted periplas-
mic localization. In order to visualize protein localization,
we translationally fused the target open reading frames
within their original ICEclc locus with the reading frame of
super-folder green fluorescent protein (sfgfp) or of mcherry,
separated by a small linker peptide to avoid folding com-
plications, as in Ref. (32). This approach was expected to
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best preserve stoichiometry and timing of fusion protein
production with respect to the native ICEclc counterpart.
Our hypothesis here was that if the targeted protein would
be part of a multi-component and multi-subunit T4SS com-
plex, expressing the fluorescent protein fusion might result
in a well-defined fluorescent spot, whereas if it would not
be part of the T4SS, its fluorescence would be homoge-
nously distributed in the cytoplasm or in the cell envelope.
We chose a combination of both sfGFP and mCherry in
order to test for colocalization of different components (see
below). To test for functionality of the expressed fluorescent
fusion protein, we quantified ICE transfer from respective
P. putida donors and compared this to wild-type ICE. We
assumed similar transfer rates to be the best indication for
proper functionality, in which case we concluded that the
position and/or distribution of the observed fluorescence
was representative for the true (non-labeled) protein local-
ization.

All tested ICE-fusion proteins produced multiple clear
fluorescent foci in stationary phase P. putida cells, with in
about half of the cases, accentuated fluorescent cell out-
lines (Figure 4A). As expected from previous studies using
transcriptional fusions to key ICEclc transfer competence
promoters (7,21), fluorescent fusion protein expression was
limited to a subpopulation of cells appearing in stationary
phase (Figure 4B). These subpopulations reached similar
abundances for the different constructs, as deduced from
quantile-quantile plots of observed versus expected normal
distribution of fluorescence values (Figure 4B, light brown-
shaded regions). A co-expressed cytoplasmic marker for
transfer competence (PinR-echerry) labeled the same cells as
those displaying the fluorescent fusion protein-signal in sta-
tionary phase (Supplementary Figure S4A). This would be
in agreement with the hypothesis that only tc cells assemble
the ICE conjugative machinery. Foci were situated near the
cell edge in high-resolution images (Figure 4A, Airyscan),
coinciding with stained cell membranes (Supplementary
Figure S4B), as expected for a membrane-spanning protein
complex such as the T4SS. Because of the limited through-
put in high-resolution microscopy (i.e. Figure 4A, Airyscan)
we quantified foci numbers from larger numbers of cells
(1000–10 000 per replicate per strain) imaged in regular epi-
fluorescence microscopy, and using a threshold for foci de-
tection based on differences in foci scores among non-tc and
tc cells (Figure 4B). This confirmed the high-resolution vi-
sual aspects; notably, the occurrence of multiple foci per cell
in case of fusions to IceD4, IceB4, IceB7, iceB8, Orf55476
and Orf66202 (Figure 4C). In contrast, fusions to IceU,
Orf62755 and Orf71178 showed fewer quantifiable foci, also
in agreement with the high resolution aspect of the cell en-
velope outlines (Figure 4C, Supplementary Figure S5).

ICE transfer rates from P. putida donors were unaffected
for seven of the nine tested fluorescent protein fusions, sug-
gesting no functional impairments (Figure 4D). In contrast,
donors expressing sfGFP-IceB8 or mCherry-Orf62755 re-
duced ICE transfer by 10- and 50-fold, respectively, com-
pared to wild-type, indicating loss of some aspect of func-
tionality by the fluorescent protein fusion (Figure 4D).

To provide further evidence that the observed fluorescent
foci were specific for conjugation complexes in P. putida
ICEclc tc cells, and not the result of aberrant or sponta-

neous fluorescent protein aggregation, we studied control
strains of P. putida ICEclc expressing only sfGFP from the
same P67231 promoter but artificially induced in all cells
by overexpression of the ICE-transcription factor BisR (7).
These cells showed no detectable foci but homogenous cy-
toplasmic fluorescence, indicating that sfGFP does not self-
aggregate into fluorescent foci at the cell envelope (Fig-
ure 4E and Supplementary figure S4C). Secondly, we ex-
pressed the iceB4-sfgfp or iceD4-sfgfp fusions in all cells of
P. putida UWC1 devoid of ICEclc, through induction with
the ICE-transcription factor complex BisDC (7). These cell
populations showed very little fluorescence, with some 0.2%
outliers from quantile-plotting (Figure 4E). Sporadic low-
intensity foci were observed among this subpopulation of
fluorescent cells (Figure 4E, Supplementary figure S4D and
E), appearing at polar regions and accompanied by cellu-
lar morphological aberrations (Figure 4E). Although there
is a tendency of expressed IceB4- or IceD4-sfGFP protein
to aggregate into sporadic fluorescent foci, this frequency is
10- to 50-fold lower than appearing clear foci in envelopes
of P. putida tc cells carrying ICEclc. It is therefore very un-
likely that the multiple bright foci detected with six of the
fluorescently tagged ICE conjugative proteins (Figure 4C)
consist of autoaggregated misfolded proteins.

Colocalization of dual-labeled ICEclc conjugative system
components

In order to determine whether the multiple foci seen in tc
cells for different fluorescently-tagged ICE proteins were
likely part of the same macromolecular protein complexes,
we quantified the colocalization of sfGFP and mCherry
signals in P. putida ICEclc hosts expressing double-labeled
components. We chose for this a combination of ei-
ther iceB4-sfgfp and iceB7-mcherry, or iceB4-sfgfp and
orf55476-mCherry. ICE transfer rates from donors with the
double label IceB4-IceB7 combination was again very close
to wild-type transfer rates (Figure 5A), suggesting retained
functionality. Double labeling of IceB4 and Orf55476 re-
sulted in a tenfold decrease in mean transfer rate compared
to wild-type – although this was not statistically significant
(Figure 5A).

We assumed foci overlap at geometric distances within
165 nm (2.5 pixels on the images), and imaged potential
colocalization in deconvoluted high-resolution 170-nm cell
slices. Visual inspection from high-resolution images of P.
putida expressing double fusions confirmed that the two
proteins are expressed simultaneously in tc cells and sug-
gested mostly overlapping foci, but not exclusively (Figure
5B, C). Quantification of foci distances on larger numbers
of tc cells from epifluorescence images, indicated that on av-
erage between 1 and 4 foci overlapped in 70% of tc cells with
dual IceB4- and IceB7-labeling, and 83% of tc cells in case
of strains with both IceB4-sfGFP and Orf55476-mCherry
labeling (Figure 5D).

In conclusion, the microscopy and transfer experiments
indicated that fluorescent foci observed in stationary phase
tc cells of P. putida ICEclc are most likely representative
for the formation and positions of multimeric protein com-
plexes such as expected from the T4SS, and not the re-
sult of spontaneous aggregation of the fluorescent protein
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fusions. Obtaining similar foci-per-cell numbers in case of
fusions to IceD4, IceB4, IceB7, IceB8 (despite its partial
loss of functionality), Orf55476 and Orf66202 is very sug-
gestive for these proteins to be part of the same multiprotein
complexes, which was confirmed to some extent by the fluo-
rescent marker overlap in double-labeled strains. The differ-
ent fluorescence aspect (e.g. stronger cell envelope outlines)
of the IceU- and Orf71178- fusions (the Orf62755-fusion
being impaired for ICE transfer) may be an indication for
them not being integral part of a T4SS and performing a
different role in the ICE conjugative process.

Interdependencies among subcomponents of the ICEclc con-
jugative system

Finally, we studied potential dependencies of the observed
foci formation on other predicted components of the ICE
conjugative system. The same fluorescent protein fusion
constructions were reproduced in their native locus in P.
putida that further carried single copy deletions in ICEclc
conjugative system genes, and effects of the deletions on
fluorescent signals were examined (Figure 6A–C). Apart
from direct high-resolution cell images we focused on three
aspects of fluorescence measurements that we expected to
yield quantifiable differences. First of all, we assumed that
observed foci intensities might diminish, for example, if
fewer of the tagged protein subunits would assemble into
the T4SS structure, or if their turnover would be faster in
absence of proper assembly. Secondly, we expected that mu-
tations might lead to fewer fluorescent foci per cell, for ex-
ample, as a result of T4SS assembly failures. This might then
result in enrichment of the fluorescence signal of the tagged
protein in, for example, the cell envelope. Finally, we imag-
ined that quantifiable differences in foci ‘aspects’ might oc-
cur in mutants (i.e. blurring; visible from fitting scores and
Gaussian sigma values, Supplementary Figure S1D and E),
due to impaired T4SS assembly or misfolded multimeric
structures. We quantified these parameters from epifluores-
cence imaging of tc cell subpopulations (142–1996 tc cells
per replicate) in stationary phase cultures and in compar-
ison to wild-type tagged constructs in biological indepen-
dent triplicates to calculate statistical significance. We do ac-
knowledge that at the resolution of EFM and the Airyscan,
observed differences may have different underlying causes
from what we assumed.

As an example, in case of IceB4-sfGFP background (Fig-
ure 6A), all tested deletions except that of orf68241, affected
some aspect of fluorescent foci formation (Supplementary
table S4). This was mostly quantifiable as generally weaker
and more diffuse foci (Figure 6B, C, Supplementary Figure
S6), and more cells without any detectable foci (Figure 6D).
There was no increase in the median tc-cell cytoplasmic flu-
orescence intensity as a result of lowered foci intensities in
mutants (Supplementary Table S5), but the estimated sizes
of the tc population remained the same (Supplementary Ta-
ble S5). Altogether, this would indicate that IceB4-sfGFP
assembly into fluorescent foci is directly or indirectly depen-
dent on IceB7, IceB8, Orf66202, Orf53587 and IceB10, but
not on Orf68241. All of these deletions by themselves com-
pletely abolish ICE transfer (Figure 2), and, therefore, loss
of IceB4-sfGFP foci formation would be in agreement with
an impairment of proper multi-component T4SS assembly.

A number of other deletions were tested in the IceB7-
mCherry, sfGFP-IceB8, IceD4-sfGFP and Orf55476-
mCherry backgrounds, the effects of which are summa-
rized in Figure 7. Deletions of either iceB9 or orf62755 in
IceB7-mCherry background resulted in weaker and fewer
foci in tc cells, whereas effects of an iceB10 deletion were
inconclusive (Figure 6C and D, Supplementary Figure S7).
Similar as in case of IceB4-sfGFP background, the deletion
of orf68241 did not measurably change foci numbers of
sfGFP-IceB8, whereas deletion of orf53587 caused foci to
become weaker and more blurred (Figure 6C and D, Figure
7, Supplementary Figure S8). Both deletions of iceB4 or
iceB10 yielded weaker and fewer IceD4-sfGFP foci (Figure
6C and D, Figure 7, Supplementary Figure S9). Finally,
deletion of iceB4 in Orf55476-mCherry background pro-
duced more foci variability, whereas deletion of orf68241
resulted in weaker foci and clearer cell outlines (Supple-
mentary Figure S10). Since all the deletions individually by
themselves abolish ICEclc transfer, these different aspects
of foci fluorescence in mutant strains (Figure 7) suggest
impairments and/or losses of proper assembly of the
multimeric multiprotein conjugative complexes, as will be
discussed further below.

DISCUSSION

We performed a systematic analysis of the gene functions
involved in ICEclc conjugation as representative of the

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
prediction of the protein’s localization with respect to inner membrane (IM), periplasmic space (P) or outer membrane (OM); green, sfGFP-tagged protein
fusion; magenta, mCherry-fusion. PhC, Phase contrast; Fluo, fluorescent channel. Airyscan, high-resolution deconvoluted 170-nm image slice of the
respective strain. Proportion of observed tc cells (mean ± one SD of individual biological triplicates) indicated within the Airyscan panels. (B) Example of
tc cell foci quantification on epifluorescence images of P. putida ICEclc hosts expressing either IceB4- or IceD4-sfGFP; quantile-quantile plot of median
fluorescence per cell measured on a single replicate set of images for the different strains and showing the derived tc cell subpopulation (highlighted in
light brown and its mean proportion ± one SD). Thresholds (thr foci) used for distinguishing foci for the relevant indicated labeled constructs in tc cells
(blue bars) from spurious background ‘foci’ in the majority of non-tc cells (red bars), based on calculated foci intensities from Gaussian fitting. Plots show
probability normalized distributions of foci intensities among the two cell groups (differentiated based on quantile-quantile plots). Derived number of
foci per cell at the indicated threshold (thr foci) for a single replicate. (C) Stack plots showing the mean proportions of foci (± one SD from biological
triplicates) above threshold in tc cells for all constructs shown in panel (A). (D) Wild-type normalized mean ICEclc transfer rates (± one SD from biological
triplicates; circles showing individual data points) from the fluorescent protein tagged donor strains into P. putida recipients. Differences compared to wild-
type were assessed with a two-tailed t-test on biological triplicate pairs (if not indicated, p-values were >0.1). (E) Micrographs of control strains P. putida
UWC1 ICEclc-lacOarray expressing sfGFP from the P67231-promoter, and of P. putida UWC1 devoid of ICEclc expressing IceB4-sfGFP or IceD4-sfGFP.
P67231-promoter activation was induced in all cells by overexpressing the proteins BisR or BisDC in presence of 0.05 mM IPTG, two known regulators
of ICEclc activation cascade (7). Numbers indicate the mean proportion of the subpopulation of cells in quantile-quatile plots from biological triplicates
(±1 SD).
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Figure 5. Colocalization of dual-labeled components of the ICEclc conjugative system in P. putida. (A) Mean transfer rates (lines, as frequency of transcon-
jugant CFU on selective medium per donor CFU) of ICEclc in isogenic P. putida matings from wild-type donors or ICE with dual-labeled fluorescent protein
constructs, as indicated. Dots depict individual replicate transfer rates with p-values showing the probability of means being dissimilar in two-tailed t-test
comparisons. (B and C) Micrographs of individual tc cells of P. putida ICEclc::lacOarray expressing both IceB4-sfGFP and IceB7-mCherry, or IceB4-sfGFP
and Orf55476-mCherry, imaged in stationary phase after growth on 3-CBA in their proper individual fluorescent channel (sfGFP, mCherry), or presented
as overlay (merge, GFP is green; mCherry is magenta). Images composed of a single 170–nm deconvoluted slice in Airyscan microscopy. Colored triangles
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fitted 2D-Gaussian foci centres). Circles are individual replicate values. n = mean number of tc cells per replicate.

poorly studied MPFG clade of T4SS conjugation systems
(14). Our results indicate that ICEclc encodes a conjuga-
tive system that has both a number of structurally analo-
gous components to known T4SS, as well as several crucial
unique and unknown components (Table 1). The unique
components are common to a wide class of elements related
to ICEclc. We further find that formation of the ICEclc-

T4SS is restricted to transfer competent (tc) cells, which
can carry multiple such systems per cell as judged from
microscope imaging. The occurrence of multiple T4SS per
P. putida ICEclc tc cell is similar as what was found for
labeled Vir-components in case of Agrobacterium tume-
faciens (25,46) and from cryo-tomography of Legionella
pneumophila Dot/Icm cells (27), and may contribute to
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Figure 6. Dependencies among subcomponents of the ICEclc conjugative system. (A) Visible aspect of IceB4-sfGFP foci formation in P. putida in stationary
phase after growth on 3-CBA with a single integrated copy of (otherwise) wild-type ICEclc::lacOarray, in comparison to additional deletions of orf68241,
iceB8, orf66202, orf53587, iceB10, or iceB7. Micrographs as in Figure 4 with a highlighted cell area (Zoom) from the GFP image and a high-resolution
Airyscan image (single 170-nm slice). Images are scaled to the same maximum and minimum intensities. (B) sfGFP fluorescence traces of the perimeter of
individual tc cells (1-pixel outer ‘shell’) of the indicated constructs in panel (A) on their absolute fluorescent scales. ‘Peaks’ correspond to foci in the cell
micrographs. (C) Mean top 5% median fluorescence among tc cells (bars, indicative for foci intensity) among biological triplicates of the different labeled
strains in wild-type or mutant backgrounds (circles showing individual replicate values; im bg, image background fluorescence). P-values result from paired
two-tailed t-test comparisons of mutant to wild-type (asterisks indicating significance at 0.05 or below). (D) As C, but for the mean proportion of tc cells
without detectable foci (treshold determination as in Figure 4). All other individual strain micrographs and foci analysis are presented in Supplementary
figures (see main text).
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Figure 7. Schematic summary presentation of subcomponent dependencies in the ICEclc conjugative system, derived from transfer, mutant and fluorescent
protein fusion studies. Panels show for each of the tested component the bioinformatic prediction of its localization, the ICEclc transfer frequency of its
deletion mutant (�) and the complementation (C), and of the fusion construct (magenta, mCherry fusion; green, sfGFP; black circle, targeted protein).
Fluorescent protein fusion phenotypes schematically indicated for the type (crisp, small, fuzzy) and numbers of foci observed, and cell envelope fluorescence
characteristic (thick, more pronounced outline). Qualitative indication of transfer rates as in the legend, corresponding to measured values as in Figure 4D.

the efficiency of the ICE to transfer from specialized cells
(11,47).

Despite representing its rightful separate evolutionary
lineage, the T4SS of ICEclc has parallel structural and
functional analogies to other widespread types such as
MpfT and MpfF. Our functionality analysis was based on
detailed bioinformatic structural analysis, individual gene
deletion and complementation studies, fluorescent fusion
protein analysis, and their effects on ICE transfer. Mating-
pair formation complexes can comprise between 12 and
more than 20 individual proteins (48,49). We found 14–
15 essential elements within the ICEclc conjugative gene
region (including traI, Figure 1). Weak full length amino
acid similarities and predicted structural homologies en-
abled to classify analogs of archetypal T4SS structural com-
ponents within the ICEclc system, which we named IceB2
(for VirB2 analog, etc.), IceB4, IceB7, IceB8, IceB9, IceB10,
and IceD4, as well as unknown components (e.g. Orf55476,
Orf53587; Table 1). Indeed, their deletion abolished ICEclc
transfer, whereas ectopic single copy complementation un-
der control of a transfer competence promoter partly or
fully restored it, indicating clear gene-dependent effects. Mi-
croscopy imaging of strains expressing translational fluores-
cent protein fusions from their native ICEclc loci showed
that IceD4, IceB4, IceB8, and IceB7 fusions form clearly

localized fluorescent foci in the cell envelope. Of these,
IceD4-, IceB4- and IceB7-fusions retained wild-type trans-
fer rates, confirming their functionality. Mutation studies
in backgrounds of fluorescently-tagged ICE proteins, in-
dicated that foci formation of IceB4-sfGFP was impaired
by additional deletions of iceB7, iceB8, iceB10, orf53587
and orf66202; of IceD4-sfGFP by deletions of iceB4 and
iceB10, and of IceB7-mCherry by iceB9 or orf62755 (Fig-
ure 7). Since these deletions in wild-type background com-
pletely abolish ICE-transfer, this strongly suggests that foci
consist of the ICE-T4SS conjugation machines, which can-
not correctly assembly in absence of their core components.
This is consistent with a hypothesis of IceB4, IceB7, IceB8,
IceB9, IceB10 and IceD4 being part of a multicomponent
structure similar to known plasmid-type T4SSs (schemati-
cally assigned as in Supplementary figure S2A).

Various analogies can be drawn from other T4SSs and
our results on the ICEclc system, which support the hypoth-
esis of their overall structural resemblance. For example, the
localization of IceB4 (the predicted cytoplasmic ATPase) to
the ICEclc-T4SS required the presence of Orf66202, IceB8,
Orf53587, IceB10 and IceB7 proteins (predicted inner and
outer membrane components). This would be in agreement
with observed dependencies of the VirB4-analog DotO pro-
tein of the Dot/Icm T4SS in L. pneumophila (50), and
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crucial documented protein-protein interactions between
VirB4 and either VirB3 or VirB8, and between VirB3 and
VirB8 (51–53). Fluorescent protein fusions to Orf66202 also
formed multiple visible foci (albeit weaker than to IceB4)
in the cell envelope of tc cells (Figure 7), and remained
functionally intact. Orf66202 is a predicted inner mem-
brane protein with two transmembrane helices, and, in that
sense, may have a similar role as VirB3 (54), although there
was no detectable sequence or structural similarity between
Orf66202 and VirB3. Although we did not manage to ob-
tain a viable fluorescent protein fusion to Orf53587 (Figure
7), deletion of its gene disturbed formation of both IceB4-
sfGFP and sfGFP-IceB8 foci, suggesting it is involved in
T4SS assembly. Orf53587 is also predicted to be an in-
ner membrane protein, with five trans-membrane helices,
which is analogous to the A. tumefaciens VirB6 protein
(55). Therefore, Orf53587 of ICEclc may have a similar role.
VirB6 and VirB8 dependencies have also been described
(56), which would then be in agreement with the effects ob-
served here for the orf53587 deletion on sfGFP-IceB8 foci.
We acknowledge that sfGFP-IceB8 labeling caused a ten-
fold decrease of ICE transfer, indicative for partial function-
ality, but its foci were crisp and strongly similar in numbers
to those of completely functional fusions, e.g. IceB4-sfGFP.
We assume, therefore, that sfGFP-IceB8 foci are still rep-
resentative for the ICEclc conjugative systems localization
in the cell, which in absence of Orf53587 cannot assemble
properly (Figure 7).

As far as tested here, IceD4 association to the con-
jugative systems seemed to be dependent on IceB4 and
IceB10, which we concluded from strongly diminished
IceD4-sfGFP foci intensity and foci numbers in their ab-
sence (Figure 7). IceD4 is the predicted analog of the
coupling protein ATPase, which is thought to oligomerize
and activate only upon substrate binding (57). IceD4, with
its two predicted trans-membrane (TM) helices in the N-
terminal region, probably has natural affinity for the cy-
toplasmic membrane. Weaker IceD4-sfGFP foci intensities
in absence of iceB4 may thus be the consequence of IceD4
missing its molecular interaction partner, leading to desta-
bilization of protein contacts, even though the T4SS core
complex itself would be present. Cryo-EM studies on the
R388 plasmid plasmid system showed that its VirD4 cou-
pling protein indeed locates in close proximity of VirB4 (58).
In case of iceB10 deletion, the IceD4-sfGFP foci are hardly
distinguishable from spurious background (Supplementary
figure S9). Unfortunately, IceB10 fluorescent protein fu-
sions were not viable (Figure 7), and the reciprocal local-
ization experiment could not be tested. Therefore, we have
to assume that in absence of IceB10, with its predicted core
structural role, the ICE conjugative system is not properly
assembled; leaving IceD4 without interaction partners. This
idea is supported by previous studies of the A. tumefaciens
T4SS, demonstrating conformational changes in VirB10
upon ATP hydrolysis by VirD4 (59).

We further found that IceB7-mCherry foci formation de-
pended on IceB9 (Figure 7), analogs of which are known
to form together the outer membrane channel part of the
T4SS (43), which suggests similar protein contacts for the
ICEclc-system. The dependency of IceB7-mCherry foci for-

mation on Orf62755 has not been previously documented.
Orf62755 is a predicted outer membrane protein but with-
out other known structural homology, and its membrane
localization was illustrated by the patchy cell envelope fluo-
rescence observed in an mCherry-fusion Orf62755-labeled
strain (Figure 7). However, this fusion strain was only partly
functional in ICE-transfer, and the localization of its flu-
orescence may not be completely informative. Orf62755
deletion strongly reduced foci formation of IceB7-mCherry,
which would indicate that it is involved in T4SS assembly or
a structural component of it.

Finally, one other ICEclc essential transfer protein
(Orf55476), may be a further structural part of its T4SS.
Orf55476-mCherry fusions were functional in ICE transfer
and largely colocalized with IceB4-sfGFP foci in individ-
ual cells, but formed without strong dependence on iceB4
(Figure 7). Orf55476 is a distant relative of a proposed PilT-
analog in the ICEHin1056 element (15), which are more
broadly known as ATPases that energize retraction of the
Type IV pilus used for twitching motility and natural trans-
formation (60). We hypothesize, therefore, that Orf55476
is an ICEclc T4SS-associated protein; possibly implicated
in its pilus dynamics. Interestingly, Orf55476-mCherry foci
formation was dependent on the presence of Orf68241, itself
a transfer-essential protein, but for which neither N- nor C-
terminal sfGFP-fused protein was functionally active (Fig-
ure 7). As mentioned, deletion of orf68241 did not influence
IceB4-sfGFP foci formation nor that of sfGFP-IceB8 (Fig-
ure 7). These results may thus indicate a specific and tran-
sient structural linkage between Orf68241 and Orf55476.

Apart from the structural T4SS analog proteins men-
tioned above, our analysis included predicted proteins with-
out any sequence homology nor structural similarities to
other functionally characterized proteins. One of these
(IceU, product of orf56883) has an analog in TraU. The
function of TraU remains unclear, although its absence was
shown to reduce pilus formation and decrease transfer rates
of the F-plasmid in E. coli (44). Our fluorescent reporter fu-
sion to IceU was transfer-functional and localized to the cell
envelope, producing occasional foci, in agreement with its
predicted periplasmic situation (Figure 7). This suggests its
role in transfer to reside in some transient interaction with
T4SS complexes.

Deletions of other individual genes in the ICEclc T4SS
gene region partly inhibited conjugative transfer or were
without any noticeable effect altogether. Some of these
have clear predicted functions, such as iceB1 (orf71723,
lytic transglycosylase), orf58432 (RadC family), or orf59110
(thiol disulphide oxidoreductase, DsbA). Lytic transglyco-
sylases are frequently present in T4SS conjugative systems
(61). Their assumed role is to locally degrade peptidoglycan
and facilitate T4SS complex formation. Despite this, they
are not essential for conjugation (62). Indeed, iceB1 dele-
tion reduced ICE transfer to ∼3% compared to the wild
type, which is similar to what was observed for deletion of
the functional analog VirB1 in the A. tumefaciens system
(62). Four genes in the ICEclc T4SS locus are predicted to
encode thioredoxin homologs (Table 1). Similar numbers
of thioredoxins have also been documented for other T4SS,
such as from the F- and R27-plasmids of E. coli (63). These
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proteins are supposed to facilitate folding or stabilization of
the periplasmic, pilin and outer membrane subunits of the
T4SS. Their mild (10-fold reduction, for orf71178; and 4-
fold, for orf57827) to no influence on ICEclc transfer upon
individual deletion can be explained by functional redun-
dancies. The Orf71178-mCherry fusion was functional and
localized in the cell envelope with diffuse foci (Figure 4 and
7, and Supplementary figure S5), which might be congru-
ent with a presumed chaperone-like role. Attempts to delete
orf72295 on ICEclc were not successful; therefore, it may
have some other essential role. Finally, the presence of a
well-conserved radC-homolog (orf58432) on ICEclc and its
family members remains enigmatic. These widespread pro-
teins were initially thought to have a role in DNA repair at
the replication fork (64), and some radC are expressed dur-
ing the competence state in naturally transformable bacteria
(65–67). In spite of that, inactivation of radC did not influ-
ence the efficiency of DNA uptake (68,69) and also deletion
of orf58432 on ICEclc had no measurable effect on conju-
gation rates.

The combination of mutation analysis and foci quantifi-
cation gives a relatively coherent picture on the ICEclc con-
jugative system, but, evidently, the analysis of fluorescent
foci in tc cells comes with uncertainty from limited reso-
lution. Controls in isogenic P. putida without ICEclc but
with overexpressed fluorescent proteins in all cells clearly
indicate that the tc cell foci are not the result of unspe-
cific fluorescent protein aggregation, but must be reflections
of T4SS subunit multimerization. Furthermore, the com-
bination of higher resolution Airyscan deconvoluted imag-
ing of 170–nm cell slices with epifluorescence foci imaging
across large numbers of tc cells provided quantifiable foci
features with statistically sound comparisons among the
various tagged protein constructs and additional ICEclc-
gene deletions. Finally, there is precedent for observation
of multiple fluorescent foci per cell from tagged T4SS pro-
teins in A. tumefaciens (46), which suggested multiple T4SS
units to be formed per cell. This was recently confirmed by
cryo-tomography of the Dot/Icm system of L. pneumophila
showing multiple T4SS complexes in individual cells (27).
However, complexes seen in high-resolution microscopy by
fluorescence tagging may not be consisting of the same
T4SS assembly states, as demonstrated by recent cryo-EM
studies of E. coli F-plasmid T4SS complexes in mini-cells,
which revealed four distinct structural configurations (24).

In conclusion, we provide a detailed characterization of
the ICEclc conjugative system and its subcellular localiza-
tion, which is congruent to known plasmid-type T4SSs, but
with a number of distinct and unknown structural elements
as well as hitherto unreported dependencies. The ICEclc
gene loci in this region are highly conserved in other Beta-
and Gammaproteobacteria, both in sequence and gene syn-
teny. The high conservation of T4SS gene regions in a vari-
ety of hosts is supportive for the hypothesis that they are
part of other ICEclc–family elements, as proposed previ-
ously (7,17). Some of those, particularly in P. aeruginosa iso-
lates, carry antibiotic resistance cassettes (70,71), suggesting
that they encode active conjugative systems and are being
selected for their efficient transfer. It is thus important to
further unravel the details and potential dynamic steps in
T4SS assembly and gene transfer.
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